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Trump demands probe of FBI
President strays from
criticism to pressure
Justice Department
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
AND ADAM GOLDMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump on Sunday demanded that the Justice Department investigate whether the department or the FBI “infiltrated
or surveilled” his campaign at

the behest of the Obama administration, following through on
his frequent threats to intervene
in the special counsel inquiry as
he targets those he views as political enemies.
Trump made the order on
Twitter during a day of venting
about the special counsel investigation, which he charged had
turned up no evidence of collusion with Russia and was now
casting a worldwide net so it
could harm Republicans’ chances in midterm congressional

so officially tomorrow,
elections this fall.
that the Department of
But in ordering a new
Justice look into whethinquiry, Trump went
er or not the FBI/DOJ
beyond his usual tactics
infiltrated or surveilled
of suggesting wrongthe Trump Campaign
doing and political bias
for Political Purposes,”
by those investigating
Trump tweeted Sunday,
him, and crossed over
“and if any such deinto applying overt presDonald
mands or requests were
idential pressure on the
Trump
made by people within
Justice Department to
do his bidding, an extraordinary the Obama Administration!”
Legal experts said such a
realm where past presidents
presidential intervention had
have hesitated to tread.
“I hereby demand, and will do little precedent, and could force

MENDOCINO COUNTY » Those who commute along a treacherous,
15-mile stretch of Highway 101 say more must be done to make it safer

‘An unforgiving road’

a clash between the sitting president and his Justice Department that would be reminiscent
of the one surrounding Richard
M. Nixon during Watergate,
when a string of top officials resigned rather than carry out his
order to fire a special prosecutor
investigating him.
In response to Trump’s post,
the Justice Department asked
its internal watchdog, the Office of the Inspector General, to
TURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A2
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Police
videos
depict
rescues

SR police evacuate, calm
residents in raw, shaky
body camera footage
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

PHOTOS BY ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A DANGEROUS ROAD: Redwood Valley resident Tim Ault on Friday stands beside a memorial for 6-year-old Leticia Caizba-Ramirez, who was killed in a car accident in
June 2016 at the location, alongside Highway 101 by Frog Woman Rock, south of Hopland.
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

J

ust north of the Sonoma
County line on Highway
101, orange signs promise a rough road, as chewed
up, uneven pavement sends
motorists along snaking turns
that follow the channel of the
Russian River.
The 15-mile stretch of
highway in southern Mendocino County, between
Hopland and Cloverdale, has
been the site of numerous
serious car wrecks during the
past decade, several of which
resulted in deaths.
The most recent incident
happened Tuesday when a
driver speeding in a southbound lane lost control of her
sedan, which veered over a
cliff and rolled a few hundred
feet down into the river, offi-

FROG WOMAN
ROCK: The memorial to 6-year-old
Leticia Caizba-Ramirez, who
was killed in June
2016, is seen along
Highway 101 by
Frog Woman Rock.
Caizba-Ramirez
died when the
vehicle she was
riding in veered
off the highway
and landed in the
Russian River at the
foot of the rock.

cials said. The driver and her
passenger suffered cuts and
bruises but swam to safety
and survived.
A 6-year-old Stockton girl
was killed in a similar crash
two years earlier after the car
she and her mother were in
flipped over an embankment
and into the water. Good Samaritans swimming near the
spot known as Frog Woman
Rock pulled the girl out of the
river, but efforts to revive her
were unsuccessful.
It took nearly an hour for
emergency crews to cut her
badly injured 30-year-old
mother from the mostly submerged Honda.
“It is a very dangerous
stretch of roadway,” said
Cloverdale Fire Chief Jason
Jenkins, who has been with
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Fewer migrants seek DACA protections
Program’s on-again,
off-again status has led
many to let status expire
By JOSEPH TANFANI
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON — For thousands of undocumented young
men and women, a judge’s order in January amounted to a
reprieve — a chance to renew

The night’s sky glows an
ominous orange and burning
embers blow past emergency
responders in a jarring, newly
released body camera video,
exhibiting Santa Rosa police
officers’ desperate attempts to
evacuate neighborhoods during
October’s historic firestorm.
The raw, shaky footage, obtained by the Mercury News,
captured the unedited viewpoints of officers in those first
frightful hours. During eight
hours of video, officers in many
cases can be seen and heard
just as stunned as the residents
they’re rescuing, all while imploring them to leave their
homes behind and escape by
any means necessary.
“It’s just so terrifying,” cries
out a senior citizen who quickly
jumps into Officer Dave Pedersen’s police cruiser. “Tell me it’s
just this neighborhood.”
“No, it’s not,” Pedersen solemnly responds. “It’s the whole
hill.”
Santa Rosa police policy requires only that officers activate
their body cameras while conducting investigations, such as
arrests and crime victim interviews, Capt. Ray Navarro said
Sunday. The wildfire evacuation
did not necessitate turning the
cameras on, but he said several officers chose to document
the moment-to-moment chaos, which will aid in reviewing
their on-the-ground actions to
save lives.
Fueled by high winds of up
to 70 mph that triggered red
flag warnings, flames raced 12
miles — from Calistoga to Santa
Rosa — in about four hours. The
Tubbs fire jumped Highway 101
and landed in the neighborhood
of thousands of unaware Coffey

Curry scores team-high
35 points as Warriors rout
Rockets 126-85 to take 2-1
conference series lead / B1
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their legal protections after
President Donald Trump’s decision last year to kill the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program.
But many DACA beneficiaries have been slow to reach for
the lifeline, according to figures
from U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. The pace
of applications and renewals
has picked up dramatically in
the past few months, but many

DACA beneficiaries are still
hanging back.
More than 9,000 people formerly protected by DACA have
lost their status and are now at
risk of being deported.
Lawyers, activists and people enrolled in DACA say that
part of the reason for the slow
pace is confusion spawned by
court fights. Part is also anxiety
spawned by the unforgiving enforcement policies of the Trump

administration.
“We’re telling people, ‘You
need to renew.’ The problem is,
they don’t trust that anymore,”
said Elias Rosenfeld, a student
and activist who was able to renew his own DACA protections.
“It’s real fragile right now.”
Lawyers say some clients are
afraid to put in renewal applications, worried about attracting
TURN TO DACA » PAGE A2
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